
adding impact to your business



welcome to

A new shop or a major re-fit involves decisions that will affect your shop’s trading performance for the next 5 years or more.

So you need the help of a highly experienced, helpful and supportive company that will take the time to understand

your needs, listen carefully to your wishes, and offer you informed and affordable choices.

exciting colours and finishes to bring your shop to life    

Axiom has been working for over 50 years with card publishers and retailers, 

large and small, to produce some of the most innovative and successful 

display systems in the industry. We have an ongoing commitment to utilising 

the latest appropriate technologies in an environmentally responsible way to 

provide precision, high performance display products at very competitive prices. 

We have the flexibility to meet deadlines and constantly changing demands, 

efficiently and reliably. Combined with hand finishing and attention to design 

detail, our clients get creative and bespoke displays at volume production 

prices, delivered on time by our own fleet of trucks. Many of our clients are very 

well known companies with whom we have enjoyed long associations. 

Our brochure shows a taste of what we offer...We hope you like it.
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adding impact to your business

Thoughtful designs for better sales response
Innovations from Axiom provides a total display solution for greetings cards, gift wrap, gifts and related products.

From one card unit to a full shop re-fit Axiom can provide a total support service including free design, layout, product group planning and delivery by our own transport. 

We can co-ordinate the complete project if required.

The benefit of using Axiom is our proven ability to get more customers to the point of purchase and improve sales response once they are there. Our expertise in design 

and layout encourages sales of complementary goods and impulse purchases. We also make great looking units!

 Great looking units at sensible prices

  15 colours and finishes to choose from including 

woodgrain melamine, real wood veneers and laminates

  Combines 2ft (610mm), 3ft (915mm) and 4ft (1220mm) 

units to form an uninterrupted display run to fit any 

available space

  Choice of 24in (610mm) deep, space saving 20in 

(500mm), or ultra-slim 15in (380mm) deep units - 

perfect for narrow shops or areas

  Optional slatted panels fit above card or gift units taking 

the  displays free-standing to 7½ ft (2300mm) high - 

ideal for feature cards

  Free-standing displays are ideal for uneven walls and 

dramatically reduce shopfitting costs

  Precision rigid pvc overlapping tier sections prevent 

cards from slumping forward or falling through

  Metal stock drawers with solid bases provide a hefty 

30kg load bearing

  Card units combine with slatted gift units and dressers 

to meet all your display needs.

See our website: www.axiom-displays.co.uk
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greetings cards displays
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13 tier card units with 
optional slatted extensions 
and canopies

plus our innovative 3 tier card extension



unmatched visual impact
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In all aspects of design 

and construction Axiom 

has taken not the 

simplest but the best 

approach. Our attention 

to detail sets us apart.

13 tier 1.7m high Wallbay
Our 13 tier unit has an attractive curved display which 

angles the cards to face the customer for maximum sales 

impact. At least 50% card facings are displayed - at least 

as much as conventional 12 tier units.

Units shown here, for round the walls, are the optional 

1.7m high 13 tier units which show even more of each 

card design.



contemporary displays

Curved 
display Walls
Display what you want, how 

you want.

Curved wall displays can be 

used to break up a run of card 

units along a wall, or to create 

an impressive corner feature.
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Glass Gondolas
These are major focal points in any 

card shop - for all gift lines. Can be 

made in a range of sizes and shapes 

to suit your needs.

Gondolas
Axiom's fixtures offer a neat card 

presentation even in space-saving 

format - units which are just 380mm 

deep.

bringing personality to your shop
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space saving optionsgift wrap displays

Our new 3 step rollwrap box 

provides a neat display along 

with solutions for all types of wrap, 

bags, bows, tags and related 

products.

Gift wrap options
Our new curved 12 bar gift wrap ladder 

allows 12 paper designs to sit one 

behind the other so they don’t look a 

constant mess. These fit slatted walls 

or slatted free-standing display units, 

with or without slatted extensions and 

canopies.
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gift displays
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Gift dressers
If gifts look fantastic in 

relation to their price they 

will sell well. They never sell 

well just put on a shelf.

Shelving
Double sided slat unit 

just 30in (760mm) 

deep overall.
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Gift Dressers have the option of lighting and lockable glass doors

Contemporary gift bays

Enhance your slatwall displays with bay dividers, 

staggered glass shelves and display plinths.



space saving units

Space saving 
card units
For narrow areas we offer 

15in (380mm) deep card units 

with 11 tiers. Single units or 

continuous run. Space saving 

doesn’t have to mean poor 

presentation.

Double sided space 
saving card units
Just 30in (760mm) deep with 11 tiers each side, gives you 

good product presentations and space to browse in those 

tight areas of your shop.
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space saving options
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Space saving options
Our 13 tier 20in (500mm) deep unit gives you 

a 15% saving on floor space if you have 

a narrow shop.

For the narrowest areas 

of your shop. Our 1, 2, 3 

and 4 tier card tray sets 

give you a huge impact 

in the tightest spaces. 

Just 1ft (300mm) deep.
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Card trays 
to fit your 
slatwall



stylish counters

Slatted or corner 

counters are available in 

all our colour schemes.

bringing good ideas to the forefront

We have a range of simple or more stylish counters including a display panel

for impulse buys set back so the products on pegs don’t stick out - 

simple but effective.
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it's all in the finish
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Silver Bow

Pastel Grey

PLAIN COLOURS WOODGRAIN MFC FINISHES REAL WOOD VENEERS SPECIAL LAMINATE FINISHES

Cider Pear (MFC) Ash Veneer Cherry (Matt) Sparkling Mint

Cream Beech (MFC) Beech Veneer Grey Oak Sparkling Heather

White Honey Birch (MFC) Maple Veneer Cinnamon Strawberry Maple

Drawer Handles

The Dog Collar The Squiggly One

If you don’t see a colour or finish you like please tell us. We can usually meet your specific requirements.
Colours shown are a guide only and may vary in print production.
Axiom reserves the right to change colours, design details and specifications at its own discretion.

Silver Twist
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CONTEMPORARY WOODGRAINS



accessories

Adjustable Shelf Bracket

Europegs

Acrylic Toy Tray

3 Tier Card Tray Set

4 Tier Card Tray Set

Gift Bag Bar

Timber Shelf & Brackets Curved

3 Step Roll Wrap Box

Timber Shelf with Brackets
& Riser

Boxed Card Shelf

1 Tier Card Tray Set

2 Tier Card Tray Set
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accessories
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3 Tier Extension for Cards

Individual Gift Wrap BarClear Tag Holder
(fits wrap ladder)

Acrylic Card Tray

V Shaped Toy ShelfBow Bin for Slat (Acrylic)

Curved Gift Wrap Ladder 
(with mesh bow basket)
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Curved Gift Wrap Ladder 

Stock Box Stand
( Takes the backache out of restocking )



Axiom Displays Limited

Mersey Road North

Failsworth

Manchester M35 9LT

Tel: 0161 681 1371

Fax: 0161 683 4641

e-mail: info@axiom-displays.co.uk

website: www.axiom-displays.co.uk


